AdaptiveMobile Web Protection
Protecting the Borderless Network
Product Overview

The need for mobile and fixed line operators to protect their subscribers from web threats
is forever growing. Whether driven by mandatory regulatory requirements for dealing with
malware, adult and illegal content; cybercriminals seeking to exploit mobile networks and
their subscribers; or poor service levels for subscribers: an unprotected network always leads
to lost revenue.
AdaptiveMobile Web Protection provides operators with a scalable, network-based solution, delivering fast, subscriber-level, policy-based
control over the web traffic passing through their network, and detailed visibility of the threats affecting their subscribers.
Combining best-in-class categorisation, malware, phishing and botnet feeds, AdaptiveMobile Web Protection delivers carrier-grade web
security, keeping all subscribers safe when using the web.

Benefits
• A highly scalable platform providing state-of-the-art web
protection across all subscribers mobile devices

Typical Applications
AdaptiveMobile Web Protection can be
used for the following purposes:

• A network-based approach allows identification and

Enable Hospitality Wi-Fi Providers: Allowing operators to offer

blocking of new threats, prior to them infecting users

their hospitality Wi-Fi hotspot partners comprehensive controls to

• An easy-to-use centralised management and
administration system provides network-wide controls
• Powerful reporting delivers visibility across all users
and bearers through a simple dashboard view
• Guided drill down assists administrators with
threat analysis, enabling fast analysis and
response to new and mutating threats

enforce appropriate web usage in accordance with their brand.
Comply with regulatory requirements: Meeting the
regulatory requirements for malware and adult / illegal content
that are becoming a mandatory feature for service providers.
Stop cybercriminals: Overcoming criminal gangs who are
seeking to exploit mobile networks and their subscribers.
Improve service level: Avoiding a poor experience for
subscribers and consequently damaged brand perception
for the network that results from an unprotected network.
Differentiate Core Services: Differentiating an
operator’s mobile and broadband service packages with
value-added-services to improve competitiveness.
New subscriber-centric services: Making optional
subscriber-level controls available to consumers allows
operators to create new and stickier services.
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Figure 2 – AdaptiveMobile Network Protection Platform

Key Features
Web Filtering

Flexible policy management

• AdaptiveMobile Web Protection provides a wide range of

• Highly scalable GUI for both operators, enterprise

web security policy enforcement controls for HTTP and

customers and parents / subscribers to manage

HTTPS-based services including web categorisation,

their own policies, full multi-tenancy, white-label and

blacklist, whitelist and walled garden controls, all configurable

easy to integrate into an existing operator portal.

based on subscriber, and time of day / day of week.
Customisable Blocked Experience

Designed for operator networks
• Horizontally scalable low-latency protection, with multiple

• Fully white-label blocking pages, supports custom
redirection down to the subscriber level, and based
on the parameters of the site requested.

integration options, and carrier grade availability.
LTE & NFV Compliant
• Supports mobile operator network evolution strategies.

Advantages of AdaptiveMobile Web Protection
A true carrier grade solution

Generate additional revenue & lock-in
through upsell to full personal controls

• Customisable and highly scalable
• Designed for high availability services

• Subscriber level controls available through secure

• Provides controls for both fixed and mobile networks
• Consistent policy applicable across all devices
Provides subscribers with feedback

web portal
• Support for full in-network parental controls
Easily extendible to other types of content

when at risk

• Expand platform to filter a broader range of

• Subscriber notification when accessing suspicious sites
• Limit expensive data downloads from known update sites

messaging types (SMS, MMS, Email)
• Apply same engine and policies to
minimise administrative overhead

Head Office

For discussion of typical use cases, overview of AdaptiveMobile’s existing deployments

Ferry House, 48-52 Lower Mount Street, Dublin 2.

or a full walkthrough of service provider experience, contact your local office:

Contact: sales@adaptivemobile.com

www.adaptivemobile.com/contact-us

Regional Sales Contact Numbers:
US, Canada, Latin America Sales: +1 972 377 0014

About AdaptiveMobile

UK Sales: +44 207 049 0421

AdaptiveMobile is the world leader in mobile security protecting over one billion subscribers worldwide and

Middle East Sales: +97144 33 75 83

the only mobile security company offering products designed to protect all services on both fixed and mobile

Africa Sales: +27 87 5502315

networks through in-network and cloud solutions. With deep expertise and a unique focus on network-to-

Asia Sales: +65 31 58 12 83

handset security, AdaptiveMobile’s award winning security solutions provide its customers with advanced

European Sales: +353 1 524 9000

threat detection and actionable intelligence, combined with the most comprehensive mobile security

Regional Operational Support Contact Numbers:
UK: +44 208 114 9589
Ireland: +353 1 514 3945
France: +33 975 180 171
India: 000-800-100-7129
US, Canada: +1 877 267 0444
Latin America: +52 5584211344

www.adaptivemobile.com

products available on the market today. AdaptiveMobile’s sophisticated, revenue-generating security-asa-service portfolio empowers consumers and enterprises alike to take greater control of their own security.
AdaptiveMobile was founded in 2003 and boasts some of the world’s largest mobile operators as customers
and the leading security and telecom equipment vendors as partners. The company is headquartered
in Dublin with offices in the North America, Europe, South Africa, Middle East and Asia Pacific.

